Amendments to Senate S2008 Assembly A3008  
(TED Article VII Bill)

Part C, relating to fees for motor carriers, is amended to:

- Make technical corrections to reflect the renumbering of various subdivisions and references to such subdivisions.

Part V, relating to eliminating nuisance fees and restructuring license periods for certain licenses administered by the Department of Agriculture and Markets, is amended to:

- Establish a minimum reporting threshold for commercial distributors handling small quantities of commercial feed, relieving distributors from the nuisance of paying a small annual fee when handling commercial feed of 100 tons or less. The fiscal impact of the proposed amendment would be less than $1,000 annually.

Part CC, relating to traffic violations in the city of Buffalo, is added to:

- Direct the city of Buffalo to set up a Traffic Violations Agency in order to adjudicate traffic infractions within its jurisdiction, which is currently performed by the Department of Motor Vehicles.